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breaking news nature of corporate
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corporate action reporting applications
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The 2012 CAT is aligned with the cor-

Issues and Challenges

that are being developed to improve the

porate action messages defined by ISO
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process.
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Standards for Financial Services) events

U.S. banks to U.S. investors as a substi-

companies with additional compliance

and includes messages specific to the

tute for ownership of shares of foreign
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United States. ISO 20022 developed inter-
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foreign shares of stock. Under the old
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Happening Soon?
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pleased with the pilot project results that
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announcements with XBRL improves the

No SEC Requirement—
Yet

efficiency, accuracy, and timeliness of cor-
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result in faster, cheaper, and higher-

porate action reporting because the cast
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quality disclosures benefitting investors.

of middlemen—information handlers,
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